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Personal hidden qualities
The world is composed of people of a diversified ethnicity with different cultural beliefs
and practices. This has been witnessed from the steadily increasing population that has hit close
to seven billion. Human beings have different behaviors and attitudes based on the
environmental factors prevailing around an individual which substantially determines how one
behaves. Every individual has got personal values that they stand by and are always willing to
preserve the personal qualities despite the differences that might be witnessed in the everyday
life experiences. Notwithstanding the fact that every human is given a portion of qualities to
guide them, some individuals tend to assume that other people live in isolation with the human
qualities mainly due to minimal interaction levels they have with them. Failure to develop a
positive bond between individuals can be so detrimental in the sense that it makes people lead an
alienated lifestyle, and they are not able to identify the potential existing in each other.
Moreover, inability to share our ideas even at friends’ level would limit the ability of one to
notice the potential existing in their friend.
As an individual, I am not an exception when it comes to hidden qualities and
capabilities. I possess the personal value of kindness, desire to know and ability to work in a
competitive environment.
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My competitive nature is somehow a hidden character that most of my pals might not be
well vast with, but it’s a value that I started developing right from a tender age of eight years old.
This, I have been able to express very well when it comes to football which is also one of my
favorite games. I developed an interest in football at a very tender age and since then I have
grown to love soccer, and I can express my skills quite well on the football field. My competitive
nature is not only limited to sports like football but also in every other aspect of human life as I
have grown to believe that with a lot of determination and focus as people, we can achieve great
tings if we believe and work on our goals. Furthermore, competition should not be limited to
fellow humans around us but should be done even at a personal level. I have realized that I do
incredible things whenever I focus on competing with myself, and this has been the secret behind
my success in life. It has given me the virtue of patience and not wanting to quit even whenever I
am faced with a difficult task ahead of me, a value that has seen me do great things in my life.
I do believe that my competitive nature can be looked at with different perceptions when
it comes to my friends. This is because some of them with whom we always interact would view
it as a positive virtue which can change their way of thinking while those with whom we seldom
interact with would perceive it as a selfish character. This may be quite detrimental to our
relationship as they would see me as an individual who is never open to sharing ideas with pals.
Again, assisting the needy people has remained one of my virtues since I was young.
Looking at someone suffering is my major weakness and as such, I will always strive to use
whatever little I have to assist the needy people in the society. Helping other people has always
enabled me to have the inner peace and comfort with no guilt as I do believe that if I offer any
form of assistance to a suffering fellow, then there is some reward from above. Moreover, human
life is not all about oneself but about assisting each other because we need each other in one way
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or another. Uplifting fellow people makes me feel better because one do not have to suffer much
if I am in a position to help them with the little resources in my possession.
The fact that I am in a position to assist a few individuals here and there does not mean
that I am financially stable, but it is a sign to show that I care for humanity, and I have the heart
that feels for the suffering people.
Support for humankind is not limited to financial assistance but can be in the form of
emotional or physical support. Emotional support in the form of advice can be very vital to a
friend who is possibly undergoing some stress or mental torture. Offering physical support to the
physically challenged people can be so helpful to them. Offering them some little financial aid is
also one of my greatest happiness, and it makes them appreciate me much. I believe in doing
well to my fellow human beings as it has a hidden reward from God. My friends who are close
to me are aware of this unknown quality, and they tend to encourage me to continue with the
same spirit. This has made our friendship stand strong for quite an extended period and for sure it
will still maintain the bond between us.
Lastly, as the scientists say that real innovators are always on the run to learn something
new, I am one of them because I have been a curious person ever since I was young. I am always
determined to learn something new every moment of my life, and I strive to get this done by
whatever it takes me to get it achieved. My curiosity inspires me much as I can create a new
change in my life and the lives of those living with me. The fact that technological advancement
is at its core in the world today makes it even a better place for innovators like me because I can
identify new things and start working on them. This has made the world a stunning place to be in
especially regarding technology because I love technology so much. Moreover, some of the
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latest technological inventions like the ultra-slim laptops with high-speed performance make me
amused of how technology can be so friendly. I tend to focus much on the secret behind the
operations of these technological inventions and not their utilities, an attitude that has brought a
lot of curiosity in me. I have also come to realize that interest at a young age can be a great
determinant of one’s career by using me as an example because I was so much into computers at
a tender age and now am pursuing computer science in college.
In conclusion, it has become very clear to me that identification of one’s potential is very
significant to their general growth both socially and at a personal level. Good qualities can act as
a bond that keeps friends together while poor qualities can break the bond between friends apart.
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